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Background

Method Results 

Proposed System

 “Deepfake” refers to media that has been 
generated by artificial intelligence, typically an 
artificial neural network.

 Recent deepfake technology is capable of 
generating video content that is 
indistinguishable from real media, introducing 
a new class of security threats.

 Efforts to distinguish deepfake videos from 
authentic videos typically involve training a 
secondary model to recognize specific 
artifacts or physiological cues.

 Many deepfake generating technology evolves 
quickly enough to circumvent traditional  
countermeasure

 To avoid a deepfake generation vs. detection 
arms race, we propose a detection solution 
based on scene authentication

 Collect and Run Test 
Data.Test out pipeline on 
video samples from people 
of different ages, racial 
identities, and gender 
identities

 Finalize Landmark 
Selection. Find best 
performing landmarks for 
differentiating across 
utterances, identities, and 
expression

 Finalize Pipeline. Finalize 
optimizing the pipeline

 Integrate With Entire 
System. Integrate pipeline 
with the core unit and test 
out scene and video 
authentication components.  

Goals 



Develop a feature extraction and processing pipeline for 
use in both scene watermarking and video authentication 
phases. 



The correlation table below demonstrates desired 
outcomes for different comparison scenarios: 



Comparing distance signals of landmark pair 
255 and 257 before and after pipeline 
processing. 


Each line represents a different speaker saying the same 
thing. We expect the signals to look different. 

Each line represents the same scene captured from a 
different camera angle.  We expect the signals to look the 
same. 
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Low correlation: 
Differentiate between 
identities 

Low correlation: 
Differentiate between 
utterances 

Low correlation: 
Differentiate between 
expressions 

High correlation: Stay 
consistent between 
cameras capturing 
the same scene

Person A says “I am the 
president of Columbia 
University” captured by camera 2 
vs. captured by camera 1 

Person A says “I am the president 
of Cucumber University” vs. “I am 
the president of Columbia 
University”

Person A says “I am the president 
of Columbia University” with an 
angry expression vs. with a happy 
expression

Person B vs. Person A saying “I 
am the president of Columbia 
University” 

Face detection 
and cropping 

MediaPipe landmark 
coordinate extraction

Coordinate 
normalization

C
ycle per fram

e

Landmark Coordinate Tracking

Filter out landmarks

Extract distance, velocity, 
angle, area, etc.

Data Extraction From 
Coordinates

Butterworth filter 

Moving average 
smoothing

Averaging multiple 
time series 

Signal Processing 

Input video 

Time series Final output Signals 

Phase 2: Video Processing 
and Authentication

Untampered 
video is posted 
online 

 Can the modulated 
light signal be 
extracted?

 Decrypt the light signa
 Extract the speaker’s 

key facial features and 
movements per frame 
to generate signa

 Does the decrypted 
signal match the signal 
produced by the 
feature extraction 
algorithm?

Synthetic








Tampered 
with



Not altered 
or generated 


Tampered video 
is posted online

Video is edited 
with deepfake 
technology 

Video is 
generated with 
deepfake 
technology 

Fabricated 
video is posted 
online

Phase 1: Real-Time Scene Watermarking

Scene: A well Known individual delivers a speech

 Capture scene with 
video recorde

 Extract speaker’s key 
facial features and 
movements in real 
tim

 Convert and encrypt 
extracted information 
into a signal

 Embed light in scene 
via imperceptible 
modulation of light Scene is recorded by 

different devices from 
different angles

Correlation results

Landmark coordinate 
data per frame

Using Google’s MediaPipie Landmark Extraction tool, and the Matplotlib, 
OpenCV, Scipy, and Pandas python libraries, we built a pipeline in python 
to extract facial landmark coordinate data from an input video. 
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